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The Theory of Moral-Cognitive Development
 
A Socio-Psychological Assessment
 

Georg Lind 

For same d~ades in psychology. morality hat been understood 
either as the individual's behavior evaluated on the basis of given 
socio-moral norms, or as an)' behavior whieb is delermined by 
manII)' good motives and affects. Behaviorislic psychology has 
fOCU!iCd primarily on the question of whether individuals camply with 
given rules of conducl, whereas affen psychology has regarded Ihis 
behavior as delermined exclusively by inner dispositions, that is, by 
motives, drives, or the like. ",hieh in their (urn have been lraced (0 a 
wide array of causes, includjng human genes, nursing behavioT, and 
environmental pressures. Accordingly. intervention slrategies for 
education aod Iherapy IreatmenlS have been designed, in the first 
case, to weaken conditioned link.s between stimuli and sociall)' disap
proved responses, or, in the second [ase, tO lessen ·negative~ afTects 
(hale, env)', aggression) and tO strengthen ~positive~ affecu (love, 
justice, guilt, shame). 

Both the behavioriSlic and the affect perspectives on moral 
behavior have recentl)' been challenged b)' the cognitive
developmemal approach, \\'hich postulates that moral behavior 
cannot be tru!)' understood unless we also examine the cognitive
structural aspect of human behavior, This approach does not lose 
sight of the fact that human behavior is cOlltinually evaluated on lhe 
grounds of sodo-moral rules, norms, laws, ete., nor does it den)' that 
affeetive componenu are ioyolved in every human behavior. But it 
points out lhat moral behavior also depends on (he individual's 
ability to see the moral implications of a situation and tO organize 
and consistently apply moral rules and prindples to concrete situ
ations. Concrete situations usually impl)' more thall olle rule lO be 
observed, and these multiple demands are likely lO conflict with one 
anolher. Moreover, social evaluations of a person's behaviOT ma)' 
deviate conslderably from each other and may themselves have tO be 
critically evaluated on ethical grounds. To cope with such situations 



the individual mUSt be endowed nOI onl)' with moral affecLS hut also 
with moral judgmenl cOmptltllCl, that is, with the ability for renective 
thinking and r2tional discoun~e. Henee, psyehological intervention 
must also-Qr even primaril)'-be concemed v.ith the cognitive aspect5 
of mord.1 behavior as wel! as with the inslilling of moral affeclS. 

Cognitive-developmental extensions of these onee imponant 
models of moral eonduct have been suggested by a number of 
ps)'chologlsu since the turn of the century, e.g., by Levy-Suhl (1912), 
Moers (1930), Hetzer (1931), :md Piaget (1977/1932). Piaget was 
one 01' the ftrst to develop systematically a theory of moral-eognitive 
development. His research com:entrated on children's development 
of autonomous moral judgment in the ages 5 10 12. particularly in 
regard to rules 01' children's games. More than twenty years later, 
Kohiberg took up and considerably furthr:red lhis approach tO the 
study of morality. On lhe basis of longiludinal research of adoles
cents' and young adults' moral judgmem, he suggested an elaborate 
set of hypotheses about the nature and course 01' moral-cognitlve 
development (for instance, see KohJberg, 1958, 1969, 1979. 1984). 
Especially through Kohlbt:rg's work. the cognilive-developmemaJ 
theory of moral judgment has aUracted much atlention from 
academic5 as weil as from praetitioners. In lhe field of ps)'chology it 
has stimulated an immense amount 01' c:mpirical research, not only in 
the United State5 and Canada but, since the seventie~, also in 
Europe. particularl)' in Great Britain (cf. Weinreich-Haste & Locke, 
1983) and in West Germany <lnd Swiucrland (fur example. cf. 
Oöberl & Nunner.Winkler, 1975; Habermas, 1976a; Porteie. 1978: 
Bertram, 1978; Lind. 1978a; Eckensberger, 1983; Oser, 1984). 

In this essay I shall discuss the concepn and assumptions of 
cognitive-<levelopmental lheory as il has been forrnulated by 
Kohiberg, and. on the basis of m)' own research, suggen some modi
fkations and extensions tO improve the consistency. the KOpe. :md 
the empirkal validity of the thear)'. Above all, I shall offer two 
suggeslions: first, that Mstructural wholeness· is a methodological 
criterion and not an empirical hypothesis, and second, that 
Kohlbel"g's sUlge mode:! is truly supplementary lO Piaget's phases 
from heteronomy to autonomy and is nOl a substitute for thern. 
Finally. 1 shall discuss some implications of cognitive-<levelopmental 
theory for the relation of individual moral development tO the social 
environment. concerning, for instance. lhe concepl of inter.J.ction o( 
pcnon and social environment. the relation of indi\idual moral 
judgment competence and social position. and lhe role of selea.ion 
mechanisms in socio-moral developmem. 
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FROM "EXTERNAL EFFECT" 
TO "INTERNAL STRUCTURE~ 

Although the study of moral behavior has a long tradition, thcre is 
still much debatc about its concepts aod its mcthods. Psychological 
studies of moral behavior were already part of the "empirical study 
of the soul~ (ErJahrtmgmtümlru1Idt) of the 18th century and the 
nourishing of "moral statistics" in the 19th cemury (Laplace, 
Ouetelet, Dufau, Drobisch). As early as the first half of this century, 
a number of psychological experiments were made concerning the 
conditions for and the development of morality (surveyed in 
Neumann, 19~ I; Pind & Mendelsohn, 1966). 

Many of these studies made a careful differentiation between 
physical behavior considered merely as localized in space and time, 
social behavior that is evaluated in regard to external standards. and 
moral behavior considered as possessing socio-psychological meaning. 
Howe"er, in most of these studies a "behadoristic~ point of view 
prevailed. In these sLUdies--more often in their research methods 
than In their theoretical prcmises-the social-evaluative and 
psychological-cognilive aspects of moral behavior were excluded 
from consideration. This research pers~ctivc is weil represented by 
the studies by Harr.shorne. Mal', and lheir collaborators under the 
supenision of the learning theorist Thorndike. As do many of thdr 
hein, Harr.shoTile and Mur (1928-30) assessed moral behavior as a 
physical phenomenon wilhout reference tO sodo-psychological 
categories. They argued that 

No progress can be made ... unless the Ollerl aet Oin Ix: obRr"cd "nd, if 
possiblc, meuurlNl witAout refercnce, for thc moment, tO iu mOti"C5 or iu 
rightncS5 or wrongness. (p. 10, italic:s added) 

The rationale behind this "pragmatic orientation- (Burton, 1978) wal> 
that psychology could acquirc a scientific reputation only if it 
focused its research on purely methodological considerations. 
\1easurement should be as 'objectivc" and free of "subjective~ 

e1cments as il is, ror example, in physics. and lhis could be achieved 
only if a physical eonceptualization of behavior was adoptcd. 
However, this physicallSlic h~hat.;orÜ", confused conccpt with methods: 
lO use the words of Adorno (1980, p. 84), i1LUrned the objeetivity of 
the behavioral concept iOlo the ~ubjectivity of the research method. 
In auempting tO avoid value judgmenls. psychologisu actually 
stripped behavior of any socio-ps)"chological meaning. In impinging 



upen the measurement of the physical aspects of behavior, il failed 
to assess what it imended to sludy. The morality or immorality of 
human acts cannot be adequately described without recourse LO 
socio-psychological properlics of behavior, that is, external social 
norms or individual motives and thoughts. Moral ac!io1Is, as Blasi 
(1983) explains, "are responses to situations, as defined by and inter
preted according to moral reasoning structures, that is, to a set of 
criteria determining the morally good~ (p. 196),1 

Although today there se~ms tO be linie disagreement over the fact 
that any research concerning moral behavior needs to take reasoning 
slructures or moral criteria into accounl, the question remains as 10 

which ones we should choose "to determine the morally good.~ 

Basicatly, there are two perspectives of research: Olle, already 
mentioned, cOllcdves of moral behavior almost exelusively from the 
social-e,-aluative perspeclive, and the other does so from the point of 
view of the individual's motives. AlIport (1961) has aptly labeled 
these two perspectives the txttmal rfftcl approach and the ÜtlmlaJ 
struclUrt approach, respectively. 

The external effect approach categorizes an individual's behavior 
according to socially given norms, laws, or regulations. This implies 
that behavior is categorized according to trai15 ",-hieh are (ommon to 
all individuals of a group or sampie of persons (co,"mon lrait 
approach). Though often the rationale of the me:ilsuremem proces$ 
is not made explicit but is hidden behind the implicit assumptions of 
the research method, in this approach behavior is judged according 
to wh ether it conforms to, or deviates from, social norms and expec
tations, that is, whether social rules and laws are transgressed or 
obeyed. In a typical research design the psychologist a~)c~st:S a 
subject's behavior according to external social categories like 
deceiving/not deceiving, stealing/not stealing. killing/not killing. 
Pille! and Mendelsohn (1966) have shown in their review of half a 
century of psychological research on moral behavior that most 
melhods of assessing moral behavior are indeed based 

on normative or olher evaluative standards of ·correctness· determined 
by socletally defined crileria. Thw, responses in agreement wilh norms 
established by lhe inllestigators are scored 01$ moral, while those not in 
agreement lo"er the overall measure of strel1gth or mor,d auilude or 
consdence. .. [ven when scoring enteria are not explicilly linked to 

normative or societal standards, subjeetive scoring procedures and 
ratinlJ$ ... rrequently rely on the &ame son of external standards of eval
uation. (p. !I!I) 



The external effect approach to moral psychology can be criticized 
on several accounts. But, as Pillel and Mendelsohn (1966) noted. 
"perhaps the greatest single shortcoming underlying each of the 
speeific criticisms discussed is the failure tO view evaluative attitudes 
as subjective phenomena whose measuremelll is best achieved inde· 
pendently of a cancern with the relationship of those altilUdes to 
conventional and normative standards of moral valuation" (p. 34).2 
Because it is confined tO the tacit evaluation of behavior according 
tO the socially given norms, the external effect approach fails to assess 
the cognitive and affective aspeets of individual behavior. When 
studying moral behavior from an external point of view, one must 
assurne that the system of norms is monolithic, and that these norms 
have an immediate effect upon behavior, that is, that there is no 
need LO assurne mediating processes on the side of the individual. 
This view overlooks the fact that only when the individual accepts 
moral principles and orients his behavior to them do these principles 
become o.cllJ.o.l. Therefore. we may dismiss the external effect point 
of view as too narrow. 

In opposition to the prevailing view. AlIport (1961) has already 
demanded that psychological analysis of the individual personality 
should focus on the inUmlo.l structurlJ of human behavior. Similarly. 
Pittel and Mendelsohn (1966) have called for a change in the 
approach to moral behavior; for them "it is important to assess at an 
individual level the content, strength, and patterning of the subjec
tive altitude of evaluation plJr SI)" (p. 34). Modern psychology seems 
to be ready for a psychological interpretation of the term "behavior," 
wh ich "includes much of that which in other places is designated as 
thoughts, feelings, or ideas" (Cohen, 1984. p. 3). 

It seems that the cognitive.developmental thenry of human 
behavior has indeed succeeded in working out a research program 
on the basis of the internal 5lructure point of view. The change in 
the research paradigm is marked by the change of terms from 
"moral behavior" 10 "moral judgment" or "moral judgment compe· 
tence." But the concept of behavior or performance has not been 
completely abandoned because, as Habermas (in this volume) has 
succinctly noted, ·competence by itself cannot be shown to exist 
except in its concrete manifestation. that is, through phenomena of 
performance.· As an empirical science psychology is closely Iinked to 
the observation of behavior. because every empirical hypothesis 
concerning the content, structure. and developmem of moral 
reasoning must be verifiable or falsifiable by referring lO a manifest 
pattern of judgment behavior (cf. Kohiberg, 1979). Nevertheless, we 
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usually prefer to speak of '"moral judgment~ rather than '"moral 
behavior~ because the reference of the former term is more obvi
ously restricted to behavior that can be related to the individual's 
own moral categories. 

The diffcrencc~ in outcomes of the external effect and the 
internal structure points. of view are marked if one comiden, for 
example, thc moral behavior of children. Children are often seen as 
lacking morality. But this is true only if morality is defined with 
regard tO the norms of adults. For example, it is true that ·honest~ 

behavior becomes more frequent as children grow older. as docs 
·dishonest~ behavior in some children (HarLShorne et al., 1928-30; 
Block, 1977, p. 40). However, if one considers the reasons for 
behavior beyond particular social norms and the point to which the 
cognitive aspec:t of moral behavior has developed, it bccomes dear 
that even in young children behavior is consistently organized 
according to rules, although these may be individual rule), that is, 
widely varying and not socially approved. Moreover, moral behavior 
becomes not only more eonsinent :md integrated ..... ith agc: but also 
more differentiated. Thus a child who has attained significant 
autonomy regarding the moral prilleiplc -Thou shah not lie!" will no 
longer judge a violation of this rule as always l\'TOng. Rather, the 
ehild will also eonsider the drcumstances, in consequenee judging, 
"It dcpends.~ For example, childrcn who at first eonsider Iying tO be 
generally prohibited later consider il 10 be all right if they can keep 
a friend out of trouble by Iying (BulI, 1969, p. 210). Similarly, in the 
course of the child's cognilivc:-moral developmem, thc rule of 
"returning like for like~ is differentiated by the idea of mitigating 
circumstances (Piaget, 1977. pp. 321 fL). To the easual observer, 
those cases may appear to be morally regressive. whercas a 
cognitive-deve1opmental psychologisl .....ould recognize in them prog
ress in the child's de\·elopment. 

The fact that the terms ~moral behavior~ and "moral judgment~ 

often indicate two fundamentally different ways of viewing morality 
in psychology rather than two different types of human behavior 
renders the study of lheir interrelation particularly dimcult (Blasi, 
1980; Eckcnsberger, 198~; Kohiberg & Candee, 1984). This has 
been aptly poimed out by Don Locke (l98~a, 1983b, 1983c), who 
described the basic difference bet.....een the external and the interna I 
approaches a.s the choice bet.....een an ·evaluative~ and a "neutral" 
definition of moral aaion: MWe ean either define moral action with 
reference to our own attitudes about what is right or wrong, good or 
bad ... ; or we can define it by reference to the attitudes and belicfs 



of th~ agent~ (198~a, pp. 112-113). He convincingly demonstrates 
that the evaluativc: definition of morality cannOI provide a satisfac· 
tory basis for psychological research (nor for educational practice). 
Ther~fore, he proposes ~IO work towards a n~umll definition, always 
bearing in mind that moral action in this sense will not neeessarily be 
action that we would ourselvc:s regard as good or bad, right or 
wrong~ (p. 113). 

Thus, ir we want tO understand the individual, t"'o extremes must 
be avoided: that of defining per~nality structure solely from the 
"outside,~ and. at the other extreme, giving a purely idiosyneratic 
definition in whieh people are considered totally unique and there
fore ineligible for camparison. People are bound to society. without 
wh ich they would become ~total abstractions~ (Adorno. 1980, p. 
197). However, thc:y are also capable of assuming responsibility and 
exen:ising critical judgmem on the basis of mon I principles. We may 
therefore assumc that, beyond the particular characteristics 
demanded by the situation. there are general personality charaeteris
lies on Lh~ basis of wh ich peop!e can be meaningfully compared 
withOUI restriction tO conventions. In this imeractionist conception. 
·perwnality~ is neither a purely external nor a purely internal 
categoryi rather it is that which is chardcteristic of the y,lationshlp 
between the individual and the social environment (see helow). This 
relalioll!)hip is twofold. On the one hand, moral behavior presup
poses a eognitive sLructure: moral principles, norms, and values have 
tO be balanced off againsl each other and in light of lhe specifie 
circumstanees of a decisioll ~ituation. On the Olher hand, campe
tence in moral judgment, that is. the ability to integrate alld differ
entiate moral principles and apply them to everyday decisions. has a 
developmemal eharaeler and SO must be placed in reference to the 
individual's life experience (ontogenesis) and to the state of the 
socially developcd strategies for solving problems (phylogenesis).' 

ASSE.SSMENT OF THE THEORY 

There is no thcoT")' of morality, moral behavior. and moral develop
ment th:J.l is fully elaborated and empirieally proven. As Lakatos 
(1978) has shown, Lhere can be only prehminary theories which are 
subject 10 alteration and error. l\'evcrtheless, we ean idemify and 
deal in a critically constructi,e manner with a number of core 
concepts and assumptiol1s, which ha"e been empirically weil 
supported and whieh we may provisionally call the lhtory oJ moyal
cognitiw deuloprnt1ll. This theory aro.se out of the tradition of Kam, 
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Baldwin, Janet, and Dewey, and has been elaborated upon exten
sively by Piaget 3nd expanded and repeatedly varied by Kohiberg, on 
the basis of numerous creative as weil as critical sludies.4 

Although Iike Kohiberg we will use lhe terms -theory- and 
"approach- imerchangeably. we prefer 10 speak of an approach 
ralher lhan a theory to make dear that our concern is nOl only with 
empirical hypotheses but also wilh the conceptual framework which 
provides lhe "positive heuristics· (Lakatos). The concepts and the 
hypotheses of any lheory have 10 be analyzed in differem ways and 
must nOl be confused. Concepls provide the basis for measurement 
and cmpidcal testing, but they cannOl themselves be empiricall)' 
tested in a meaningful manner. Thus concepts may be assessed as to 
their usefulneu in enlarging our intdlectual capacit)' and discovering 
oew facu and in regard to their internal consistenc)' and absence of 
contradictions. Hypotheses in wh ich these concepts are u5ed tO make 
slatements about (causal) relations in the empirical world can be 
analyzed in two ways. First. the)' can be assessed with respect to their 
infonnation cantmt or Gthall, that is, the degree of their unforesee
ability and apriori unlikeliness (cf. Popper, 1968; Lind, 1978b, 
1985d). As we shall 5ee bdow, hypotheses with high apriori prob
abilit)' are-e\en if empirically true-of liule theoretical and practical 
interest because they are lik.ely to be supported by chance. and 
provide no information which deserves to be empirically tested and 
conserved in a scientific theoT)'. Second, informative hypotheses can 
be assessed in regard to their empirical validity. Critics as weil as 
defenders of cognitive-developmental theory have not always been 
aware of thi.!! distinction. a fact which has caused some confusion in 
the recent discussion about the value of this theory (cf. Kohiberg. 
1976; Phillips & Nicolayev, 1978; Lapsley &. Serlin, 1984). 

In this presentation we want first of all tO examine the central 
cancepu and schema of cognitive-de\'e1opmental theory and then to 
cansider the extent to wh ich the fundamental hypotheses of this 
approach have proven tO be empirically valid-or may have to be 
treated a.!I conccpLS wh ich cannot be empiricall)' tested. In particular, 
we want tO make four points. The first is that, as has already been 
indicated above. the cognitive-developmcmal theary has provided 
very useful concepu for the stud)' of moral behavior and thus has 
enabled us to mOlke new discoveries in the field of moral psycholog}·. 
The second point is that. in cOlllparison tO other psychological 
approaches, the empirical hypotheses (e.g., about the invariant 
5equence of moral-cogniti\e developmem, preference order of moral 
stage-types, and moral-cognitive parallelism) are both highly infor
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mative and weil supported by empirical data. The third point is that 
the central cancept of structural wholeness should not be constTued 
as implying empirical predictions, but should be ~l ur as the 
criterion against which the theoretical validity of the measurement of 
moral compelence can be evaluated. OUT founh, and perhaps most 
important. point is that Kohlberg's stage schema of moral develop
ment does not include and replace that of Piaget. but rather 
succeeds in supplementing and extending it in regard to the social 
dimension of individual development.~ 

GONGEPTUAL FRAMEWORK, STRUCTURES AND STAGES 

In cognitive-developmental theory. the cognitive-struClural aspeCI of 
moral judgmem and the stage scheme of moral developmem assurne 
the position of core concepts. Sometimes they have been lreated as 
empirical hypotheses which they cenainly are not. Although lheir 
meaning has not yet been completely c1arified, these concepts obvi
ously cannOl be dismissed withoul giving up the cognitive. 
developmemal approach ahogelher. When we discus!> thero. we must 
keep in mind the fact that both concepts are frequently used in 
many different ways and have quite different connotations outside 
this approach (cf. Boesch, 1984; Entwistle. 1979; Glaserfield & 
Kelley. 1982). 

Strtlcturu 

In cognitive-developmental theory the concept of cognilive structure 
is usually juxtaposed with the concept of affective contem (cf. 
Kohiberg. 1958. 1969; Lind, 1985d, 1985e). Kohiberg claims that. 
whereas traditional psychology has focused mainly on the content of 
moral behavior, his theory is dealing with its structure. lt is often 
considered one of the major tasks. if not achievements. of this 
approach 10 distinguish halh component.s and to devise an instru
ment which makes it possible 10 measure the structural aspecl of 
moral judgmcm competence in addition to, and apart from. its 
conten{ aspecl. Although this topic has already been discussed. one 
can still reasonably ask, ~Exaclly what is SlruCture and what is 
conlent?- (Lickona, 1976. p. 13). Is it the difference between opin
ions ahaut concrete action dilemmas and the moral reasons given for 
them? Is it Lhe difference between moral beliefs and moral auiludes? 
Or does content denote observable behavior, whereas Slructure is 
samething "behind- behavior and therefore unobservable? 
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For cognitive-developmemal theory the slrutl«rt of moral judg
ment bchavior I'eße;:cLS the organization and process of moral 
1hinking. the way in which and the degree 10 which moral maxims 
or principl~5 ar~ brought to bear in specific situations. The concept 
of cognitive structure refers 10 Kant's concept of Urtdld:roft (power 
of judgmcnt) wh ich is required 

p<trtly in order to d«ide in whal cases [moral maxims] apply and partly 10 
producc for them an acress tO man's will and an impelul lO I.heir PI1lCl;CC. 
For Iß:Ul is aITected by so many inclinations Ihat, though he ls C'.Ipable of 
the idea of a praClical pure rearon, he is not so easily abll" 10 makI" il 
concrclcly cfTective in lhe conduct of his life. (Kaßl, 1949/1788. p. 52) 

This implic5 that moral action requires both 'power ofjudgment~ 

and real acceptance of moral maxims, that iso the cognitive ability to 
undcrstand how a rule is to be applied in concrete situations and the 
moth'ation or will 10 base one's action on f21ional insighu 
(Habcrmas, in this volume). Accordingly, Kohiberg defined moral 
competence as "the capacilY to make decisions and judgments wh ich 
are moral (Le., based on internal principles) and to act in accordance 
with such judgments" (Kohiberg. 1964, p. 425); hc ddincd the 
otherwise neglected cognitive and struetural aspect of moral 
behavior as "the degree to \\hich any of an individual's judgments 
approximate the crileria of amoral judgmem" (Kohiberg, 1958, p. 
7). Furthermore, the criteria whieh suffice for thc ünegorical imper
ative are "impersonality, ideality, universalizability. pre-emptiveness, 
etc,~ (KohIberg, 1971b. p. 215). 

Thus, the organization of a person's moral judgment behavior is 
not characterizf'd solely by the moral norms il serves (ar fails to 
serve), which \\'e may call the afTecti\'e content of behavior, nor 
solely by the formal pfopcTlie~ of the individual's reasoning, that is, 
the consistency or sttucture of reasoning. In other words, it is only 
by referring to content that one speaks meaningfully of behavioral 
consisunC)'. There is no consistency of behavior as such; it is always 
consistency in rtlalifJ/l LO a criterion or principle, Consistency is a 
bivalent relation concept. Whereas purely formal S!ructures, as fnund 
in physical and chemical nature, are arrangements of elements 
without dynamic-aff«ti\'e meaning. dJnamic structures refer to 
human aetions which possess a meaning. e.g., to behavioral elements 
wh ich are charaeterized through a teleological, affective content and 
thelr rdationship to this and other affective contems (Figure 1). For 
this reason we cannot define moral behavior without refcrcnce to 
panicutar moral principles. Yet, following D. Locke's n~utral d~fi"i-



non of morality, we should refer to the subject's own moral princi· 
pies rather than to those of an external judge. 

(A) FORMAL STRUCTURES (B) DVNAMIC STRUCTURES 

9>JAR> liIE 

Ci 
C D 

A 

0 

B 

0 ~ I"'IVI
!1.H'fNTs 

Figure I. Purely Formal \'S. Dynamk SlruCtures 

Some psychologists--even cognitive-developmentalist5-tend lO view 
these two aspects as separate faculties of the mind, a tendency which 
is evident not so much in theory as in concrete research methoc!s. If 
we define the formal structure merely as a "system of inner relatiOIl
ships, ~ these relationships are themselves purely formal and so lack 
an affective, dynamic dimension. Formal structures suffice for a 
mechanistic image of humans taken from associationist psychology, 
but a psychological definition of cognitive structures requires a 
teleological content (cf. Reese & Overton, 1970). 

According to our model, affect is provided in a supplementary 
fashion by the moral contents-moral norms, issues, principles. These 
moral contents render a b~hatJioral struCture ·comprehensible" by 
scientific analysis (Kohiberg, 1979, p. 14). Moreover, they direct and 
motivate the development of the cognitive aspect of moral judgment 
(\Veinreich-Haste, 1975, p. 208). Therefore, Kohlberg's occasional 
insistence that cognitive-moral stages are, or are tO be, defined solely 
by formal aspects deserves tO be criticized, as we shall see below. 

Does this imply, as Glaserfield and Kelley (1982, p. 157) and 
others have maintained, that structures are merely heuristic devices 
in the head of the observer but are not themselves observable? I da 
not think it does. There are examples, even in psychology, of 
conceptualizing a behavioral s[ructure as an observable entity and 
measuring it directly. Of course, a single act, such as expressing an 
opinion on a particular dilemma, cannot be used by an observer as a 
basis for relational inferences. At least t\'o'O acts are needecl tO 
suggest a relationship. Moreo"er, a single act is usually [he result of 
an individual's reaction to the multiple demands of a complex situ· 
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al ion. Hence, to make valid inferences on the contem and struCture 
of moral behavior, we have tO make use of relational information 
2nd obsene a whole pauern of acU in a particular behavior context 
aod the reasons that justify them. To adequately undersLand wh ich 
moral aUitudes a person has and to what degree his or her behavior 
is actually determined by such prindples. or, alternatively, 10 Wh21 
degree these are used merely to support ("rationalize") unreOected 
opinions and habits, a hermeneutic eirele of hypothesizing and ",ed
fication is required. 

As an example of such a hermeneutic process. let us consider a 
discussion about mercy killing. Suppose that a woman teils us that a 
doctor who commiued mercy killing was morally right. From lhis 
single statement we cannot infer whether or not the woman has 
based her judgmem on moral concern, and so we must ask for 
reasons. In the ensuing discussion, she expresses a high acceptance 
for a Stage 5 argument. We now know a !iule more, bul we srill 
cannot be sure that she aCLUally reasons al Stage 5. Her acceptance 
of the argument may be determined by several considerations, of 
which the moral qualilY of the argument is only one among many. 
For instance. she ma)' ac('~pt it because the argument is prcscnted by 
an authority such as a doctor or a psychologist. or she rnay accept it 
because the argument supports her independemly established 
opinion on euthanasia. We "'ould be more confidem of the lauer 
interpretation if it turned OUt that she did not accept at least same 
of the other arguments presented in the discussion (especially those 
below Stage 5), and if she accepted the same moral reasan even on 
occasions when it was at variance with her intuitively based opinion. 
If Ihis were nOI the case, we would be inc1ined to say that her judg
ment was not determined by the moral principle on wh ich the argu
ment was based. In basically the same manner, lhis everrda)' process 
of probing to advance and eliminale eompeting explanations for a 
person's action is also employed in tests of moral judgment compe· 
tence (cf. Colby, KohIberg, et al., in press; Lind & Wakenhut, in this 
volume). 

\Ve may summarize so far by saying, first of all, that the twO 
aspects of moral behavior, namely, cognition and affect, are both 
attributes of the same behavior. They can be difTerentiated 0111)' 
analytically and tannat be regarded as two ontologically separate 
entities. We shall refer tO this basic claim as the Non-Separability 
Axiom, whose corollary is that the cognitive aspect which refers to 
thc structurc: of judgmellt behavior must always be determined in 
relation to moral content (see also Lind, 1985a, 1985e). Secondly, 
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both aspecLS, affeClive content as weil as cognitive Slrueture. are 
observable in prineiple; in cases in whieh lhis is not possible in prac
liee we have to refrain from making an assessment. Thirdly, if acting 
according to principles involves equilibralion, rationality. freedom 
from comradiclion, and suitability. lhen structural wholeness of 
reasoning eannot mean a simple eonsisteney or rigidity; eonerete 
behavior whieh trul)' renecLS the multitude of moral implicalions of a 
situation for an individual's value s)'stem neeessitates integrated and 
differential judgmenLS (KohIberg, 1958. pp. 8-9; 1969. p. 348). 
FouTthly, the eognitive-d~velopmentaleoneept of eognition is at odds 
with those treatments whieh di!>CUSi eognition not as a set of general 
Slruetures aod processes, but rather as partieular eontents, such as 
beliefs or mental aehievemenLS. Fifthly. the notion of strueLUral 
transformation as distinguished from merel)' attitudinal change 
improves our undenstanding of the development of moral behavior; 
it is the cognitive ralher than the affective aspeet of moral behavior 
whieh develops sequemially and invariantly (cf. Lind. ch. 8, in this 
volume). 

Stages 

To provide a conceptual framework for analyzing moral-cognitive 
developmem, Kohiberg has eonstrueted six stages, and three l~vels 

eaeh of whieh inc1udes two stages of developmem. These are weil 
known and ne~d only be brieny summarized here. 

uch of the Kohiberg levels of moral-cognitive developmem is 
primarily defined b)' the ·socio-moral perspective" whieh the actor 
takes in making decisions on socio-moral problems (cf. Kohiberg. 
1976). On Level I, the individual assesses a situation from the 
"concrt':te individual perspeetive.~ The moralI)' right or ,",'rong is 
determined by lhe material eomequenees of an aet; the guiding 
prineiple is tO avoid punishmem and tO satisfy one's needs. On Level 
11 the person takes over the ·member of society perspective~ from 
whieh the maimenance of sodal relatiom alld order beeomei an 
importam principle for assessing a dilemma situation. On Level 111 
the aetor makes judgmenLS from a ·prior to societ)' perspeetive.~ that 
iso on the basis of general principles whieh are nOl lied to a partie~ 

ular sodal group or socielY but to humanity and human lire as a 
whole. These three levels are further subdivided by Kohiberg into 
two stages. yielding the six stages of moral-cognitive development 
which are reprodueed in Table I. We have adopted the deseription 
of lhe six stages from Kohiberg and Turiel (1971, pp. 415.416) 
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because these sccm to be among the c1earest of the man)' formula
tions given (cf. Lind, 1976, p. 125; Krämer·Badoni & Wakenhut, 
1978a, p. 218; Montada, 1983, p. 7). 

T.ble I 

Slap of Copitive-Mond DeTelopment 

PREMORAL LEVFL 

SIßg' O. Subject nOthef undentanm mies nor judgcs good Of bad In terml of roles 
/lud /luthoruy. Good is ....hat 11 pleasant or exclting; bad il what 1'1 painful or fcarful. 
Hu 00 idta of obliption. should, or hawc 10, cvcn in terms of externat authOrlty, but 
I1 guidcd only by can do al'ld want 10 00. 

I. PRECONVENTJONAL LEVEL 

At this level the child is responsive to tultural ruleJ lnd label, or goud and bad. right 
ud WTOUg, but interpretl these labels in tenn. of eilher the physiCOlI or lhe hcdoniSlic 
conscquences or aCllOn (punIJhmenl. reW2rd. e"chllngc of favon) or in tcrm. of lhe 
physinl powcr of tho5e ....ho cnunciale the rulClo and labels. 

Stagt 1. The punishmcnt and obcdiencc orienLlt10n. Thc physlcal con~uencCll of 
action delermirw:o iu goodnc» or badnCSl, ~gardlC$$ of the human me;rnlng or \'alue 
of lhac consequcnces. Avoidana of puni\hmcnt and unquenioning deferencc to 
power are ,'.Iued in lhcir own right, not in tcrml of respcct for an undcrlying moral 
ordcr .upportcd by punishmcnt and authority (the laller being Stagc 4). 
Stdg~ 2. The inarumcntal rebtivist oricntation. Right action consiltl of thu which 
imtrumcntally $iIIti.fies One'S 0"'0 oeeds and ocCll.ionally the nccd. or Othen. Human 
rclauonthips arc viewcd in tennl similar to those of the marlet place. ElementJ or 
fairncu, rcciprool)'. and equal sharini!i ale prncnt, hut {her IITC all"ays intcrpre{~ in 
a physic:al or pragmatic ....ay. Reciprocity il a maller of "You scr.llc:h my bad••nd "11 
sentch rau"," not orlo)'alty, gratltvdc. or jwtia. 

11. CONVENTIONAL LEVEL 

At this leVel, maintaining the eltpccLltions or the individual'. family. group. or nation 
i. percelved u valuable in iu own right, '"ci!i",rdleU or immediate and obvious coniC
quencCl. The atlitudc il 001 ooly onc of conformily tO personal CX~lat;on& .nd 
sodalorder, bUI or loyalty. of i1ctivcl)' malmalning. lupponing. and justif)'ing thc 
ordcr and of idcmif)'ing with the pcrsom or group invol.·e<:J in ;1. 
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Slagt J. The interpenonal concordance or -good boy-nice girl- orienlation. Cood 
behavior i5 that whkh pleases or helps othen and i5 approvcd by them. There is 
much conformity tO .tercotypkal images of what the majority perceivel u -natun.l
behavior. Bchavior il frequently judgcd by intention: "He meanl weil" bccomes 
important for the first time. One carn5 approval by being -niee.-
Slllgt 4. The law an<! order orienlation. There i5 orientation toward authority, fixcd 
roles, and the maintenance of the lOCial order. Right behavior conliltl of doing one'5 
duty. Ihowing rnpcct for authority, an<! maintaining the given IOdaI order for iu own 
u.lte. 

111. POSTCONVENTIONAL, AUTONOMOUS, OR PRINCIPLED LEVEL 

At thi5 level, there il a dear eITon to define mon.1 valuel and principlel which hal'e 
validity and application apan from the authority of the groups or pertan5 holding 
these prindples and apan from the individuars own identification with these groups. 
Sllllt ,. The lOCial--contnct legaHltie orientation. Right action tend. to be defined in 
terms of gener.t1 individual rights and of utilitarian standards whieh have been critj. 
caUy examincd and agrecd upon by the ....hole lOCiety. There il a clear awarC'nesl of 
the relativilm of perlOnal valun aod opiniom and a corrcsponding emphasi5 upon 
proccdunl rules for reaching conlen5U5. Alide from what il connitutionalJy and 
dcmocr.uicaliy agrced upon, the right il a mauer of pertanal ''alues aod opinion. The 
Tesult il an emphalil upon the legal point of view, but with further C'mphalis upon the 
pouibility of changing the law by appeal tO rational considen.tiom of $Odal utiJity. 
(nI her than on rigidly maintaining it in terms of Stage" conccption5 of law and 
order). Outside the legal realm, free agreement and contnct are the binding elements 
of obligation. Thil il the acknowlcdgcd monHty of democralic govcrnment and 
conltitution. 
Slllgr 6. The universal ethia.l principle orientation. Right i5 defincd by the decision of 
conldence in accord with ""lf-chosen ethini prindples appealing tO logical comprc
hemivencu. univenality, and conlistency. These prindples are abstract and cthkal 
(the Golden Rule, the catcgorical imperative) and are not concrete moral mIes li ..C' 
the Ten Commandmenu. At heart, these are uni"enal prindples of JUNi«, of the 
reciprocilY and equality of human righuo, and of respect for the dignity of human 
being. a5 individual perlOns. 

Despite numerous variations in publications by KohIberg and 
others over lhe last twO decades. the stage schema has remained lhe 
same in i15 essential components (cf. Bergling, 1981; KohIberg, 
1983). Among the changes was lhe introduction or a so-called Stage 
4y". so as tO incorporale unexpected regressions in passing rrom 
Stage 4 to Slage 5 (this modification ~tas subsequently abandoned in 
large part; today KohIberg regards this problem as a coding error), 
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and tbe attempt to expand the model to indude a seventb stag 
(Kohlberg, 1973; Habermas, 1976a), whieh was set aside when 
Kohlberg, in response to academic criticism, omitted Stage 6 from 
his research program (but cf. Kohlberg, 1984, 1985, for his subse
quent rethinking of Stage 6). In addition to these changes in the 
basic stage concept, the problem of assigning persons to stages on 
the basis of complex responses, the need for a more finely graded 
cale of moral-eognitive developmem, and the problem of relatin. 

moral thought to action have led Kohlberg and his associates to add 
a number of mixed stages and substages whose theoretical meaning 
is mostly unclear and whieh seem to contradict the central assump
tion of "structural wholeness" (wh ich is true if this assumption is 
understood to be an empirical hypothesis; I will return to this point 
below). 1 believe that the differentiation into A and B substages is one of 
most important changes in the stage model (for an extensive account see 
Kohlberg, 1984). 

However, this differentation necessitates arevision of our view of 
the relation between the models proposed by Kohlberg and Piaget. 
Kohlberg had postulated that his schema of moral-eognitive develop
mem substitutes for Piaget's model and extends it upward 
(Kohlberg, 1958, pp. 151-228; Weinreich-Haste, 1975, p. 206), by 
whieh he means that Piaget's phases of heteronomy and autonomy 
are equivalent to his Stages 1 and 2 respectively. Stages 3 to 6, he 
upposed, extend beyond Piaget's developmental scale. This position 

ean be justified only jf (1) it is true that the moral judgment compe
tency of a person manifests itself simultaneously in all areas of life, 
and (2) the age grouping in Piaget's two phases and Kohlberg's 
Stages 1 and 2 are indeed the same (cf. Kohlberg, 1958, pp. 70 
377-383; Kohlberg 1969; Bergling, 1981). 

But both assumptions are questionable. First, "structural whole" 
does not in the least have to mean that moral autonomy is acquired 
all at once in all areas of life in relation to all moral issues. Even if 
his notion of "horizontal deealage" seems to imply the opposite, 
Piaget stated clearly that "there are no global stages that would 
charaeterize the complete psychological lire of a subjeet at a partic
ular time in developmem" (1973, p. 91). Seeond, 1 do not believe 
that it is permissible to set Piaget's phase of moral autonomy a 
equivalent to Kohlberg's Stages 2 ("hedonistic instrumentalism") or 3 
("group eonformity"). We need not invoke Piaget's coneept of logical 
development to see that the phase of moral autonomy more dosel 
resembles Kohlberg's stage of principled morality and postconven
tionalism, even though they appear in completely different ag 



groups because of the differem issues and norm coments involved. 
Kohiberg seems to have been aware of this ambiguity when he once 
equated the phase of moral autonomy with both Stage 2 and Stage 6 
(Kohlbe'g. 1969. Table 6.3. p. 377). 

Therefore, I suspect that, as Weinreich-Haste (1975) has 
suggested, the two concepts do not substitute for but instead supple.
mem each other. Exactly how they relate to one anOlher may 
become clear if one analyzes the way in which the affective and the 
cognitive aspects of moral judgmem are connected. 

Cognitivt and AfJtctivt Asptcts of Moral Stagts 

In his dissertation, KohIberg considered two dimensions of moral
cognilive developmem, the cognitive-structural dimension repre
sen ted by the three levels, and the affective dimension represemed 
by the six stages. In fact, in the newer versions of his model, he still 
defines the ~structural~ stages by moral COOlem rather than by 
formal categories (cf. KohIberg, 1976; also Table I, above). Even 
abstract moral principles such as equality, justice, and universality 
are not in lhemselves structural but are comems if lhey are 
conceived of merely as deontic principles LO which a subject rtftrs in 
his or her argument. These criteria can be called ~formal~ only if 
the subject's judgment actually mauhu the principles of justice and 
universalizabilily. This fine, yel important, distinction seems tO be 
taken up by Kohiberg through the introduction of A· and 
B-substages. The B-substages assume characteristics very similar to 
the main Stages 5 and 6, the level of principled morality and moral 
autonomy, and both criteria are indeed highly correlated in the 
examples provided by the Kohlberg interview manual (Rest, 1979a, 
p. 43; Eckensberger, 1984; Lind, 1985e). MoreO\'er, the correl:uion 
shows also in the Milgram experiment on obedience, in wh ich for 6 
out of lhe 8 subjeets who could be unambiguously assigned to stages, 
the two classifications coincided (Kohiberg & Candee, 1984, p. 69). 
Interestingly, this study also shows that the AlB distinction helps us 
better than does the stage distinction to understand lhe behavior of 
the subjects in Milgram's experiment on obedience. Whereas only 
2 out of 7 substage B persons execuled the order to torture 
anOlher person in spite of his screams of pain (which they did not 
know were faked), a11 9 subjects on substage A obeyed this inhuman 
order. 

In accordance with our two-aspect model of moral behavior, and 
tO account far the inadequacies of Kohlberg's stage model, I ha\'e 
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suggested two distinguishable, albeil not ontologically separable, 
dimensions of moral-cognitive development (Lind, 1978b, 1984e; see 
also ch. 8, in this volume). Accordingly, moral-cognitive deve10pment 
may be understood as a two-dimensional process, in which Piaget's 
phases describe a recurring sequence of cognitive transformations on 
each of Kohlberg's stages. Whereas Piaget focused on connicting 
norms of children's games, Kohiberg concentrates on norms of 
secondary groups and on universal moral principles and values of 
human life, replacing the child society studied in Piaget's work with 
the adult society. Hence, with his six types of moral issues, ....,hich are 
related to social institulions such as market rules, family and friend
ship norms, law, and moral principles, a completely new dimension 
of development has emerged: the differentiation of the affective 
aspect of moral judgment according to six types of socio-moral 
perspectives (see Figure I). 

In his recent writings, Kohiberg acknowledges the A- and 
B-substages as theoretically equivalent to Piaget's phases of heter
onomy and autonomy (KohIberg, 1984, pp. 652-683), though he 
interprets these substages in a somewhat different manner than 1 do. 
When he says that this distinction lies "midway between form and 
content R (Kohiberg &:. Candee, 1984, p. 44), he apparently views it as 
a new entity which is separable from both moral content and struc
ture. This multiplication of psychological entities is, in my view, not 
necessary, and could be taken as adegenerating problem shift. As I 
have noted above, cognition and affeet are distinguishable aspects of 
moral behavior but are not separable. The theory of an integral 
moral-cognitive development is distinct from approaches which 
either presuppose that the twO developmental dimensions cannot be 
distinguished at all, or attempt to conceptualize two or more ontolo
gically separate components or factars of developmenLe 
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EMPIRtCAL VALlDITY AND INFORMATION 
VALUE QF THE THEQRY 

The fruitfulness of Kohlberg's cognitive-developmental theory is 
documented through the wide array of new empirical hypotheses 
which could be formulated within this conceptual framework. Four 
hypotheses are especially noteworthy here, concerning as they do (I) 
the invariant succession of the developmental stages, (2) the struc
tural whole, or organization, of moral judgment, (~) the hierarchical 
order or preference order of moral reasoning types, and (4) the 
parallelism between the development of the cognitive and the affec
tive aspecLS of moral judgment. In the following I want 10 anal)'ze 
what these hypotheses imply, whether they can be confirmed empiri
call)', and to what extent they have been empirieally validated. 

Invariant Sequence 

The most central hypothesis of cognitive-developmental !heory is 
that there are qualitativei)' different stages of moral developmem 
whieh form an invariant sequence; sodal faetors can acce1erate or slow 
down the development but cannot change its sequential order 
(KohIberg, 1969, p. S52; 1971b, p. 181; Colb)' et al., 1985, p. I). 
This implies that "a single case of longitudinal inversion of sequence 
disproves the stage theory, if it is not a manifest case of measure
ment error~ (Kohtberg, 1973a, p. 182). 

This h)'pothesis is highly informative or lestable, a fact which is 
not adequately reflected in the usually reported percentages, corre
lations, and tesu of statistical significance, because these figures do 
not take into account the Gehall (information conlent) of a 
h)'pothesis (cf. Popper, 1968; Meehl, 1978). A high Gehalt (G) means 
that there is a high apriori probability that the hypothesis is not 
confirmed by pure chance. For example, the apriori probability that 
an individual person will pass through the six stages in exactly the 
sequence prescribed by the theory is only p "" 0.0014 and thus the 
Gehalt and information content of such a hypothesis is GI - 1 - P 
1 - 0.0014 - 0.9986 (maximum: 1.0). 

The Gehalt of the hypothesis that, for example, 50 persons will 
develop as the theery slates thus is extreme1y high; it is very dose to 
I; it is Gso '" 1 - 0.00 14so (power of fifty). 

In comparison, the Gehalt of a vague but very common hypothesis 
like ~variable x somehow influences variable y. is dose to zero. For 
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funher details on this method of evaluating scientific hypotheses, 
and for an exaet definition of p and G, see lind (1984a). A similar 
method has recently been suggest by Turner (1980). However, his 
index is based on a mixture of apriori probabilit)' and empirical 
frequency. It is important to nOte that C is based purelyon apriori 
or logieal probability implied b)' the hypothesis. 

Although lhe hypothesis of invariant moral-cognilive development 
is so highi)' informative and easily falsified by empiriea! data, it has 
by and large been corroborated by longitudinal studies. Infrequent 
deviations from this hypothesis were mostly found in short-term 
studies and in studies using special kinds of measurement. In the 
most important study b)' Kohiberg and his collaborators, whieh 
lasted more than twent)' years, the developmental sequences antid
pated have occurred with onl)' a ver)' few exceptions. Of the 58 
persons interviewed every lhree tO four years, on I)' 14 out of 193 
passages (7%) were reversed (when measured on a scale divided illlo 
13 interval substages; cf. KohIberg, 1979; Colb)' et al., 1983). The 
invariant sequence hypothesis could also be supponed in studies 
measuring somewhat different aspecLS of moral judgment. In studies 
with Rest's D,fining 15SU'5 r,st, it has been shown that for persons 
between 13 and 22 years of age the consistency with wh ich postcon
ventional arguments are preferred 10 other kinds increases consider
ab!)' (about 20 pereentage points; see Rest, 1979a, p. 140). In our 
ongoing longitudinal stud)' we found that the consistency of evalu
ating arguments wilh regard to moral principles grows with 
increasing age and educational experience, and the tendenc)' tO 
rationalize one's opinion by referenee to moral reasons decreases (cf. 
Lind, 1985a, 1985d). 

The small number of regressions, as weil as the fact that onl)' a 
few Stage 5 subjecLS and virtually no Stage 6 reasoners could be 
fouod, has stirred up a debate over how these anomalies should be 
dealt with. Following simple falsificationism, same tend 10 regard 
cognitive-developmental lheory as falsified by these anomalies aod 
thus argue for an enlargement or fundamental change of the theory. 
But following Lakatos (1978), 1 prefer to search first for methodolo
gieal imperfet:tions which can be remedied on the basis of an 
unchanged theory before inventiog auxiliary hypolheses aod thus 
reducing the CthlJll of cognitive-developmel11al theory. Besides, we 
should not give up a good lheory before we have a better one at 
hand (cf. Lakatos, 1978; KohIberg, 1979; Lapsley & Serlin, 1984). 

The observed cases of regression may indeed be cases of measure· 
ment error which, however, can be determined in different wa)'s. A 



c1assical psychometrie way is to select a particular sampIe of people 
and assess their nage scores twice within a time span to ca\culate the 
correlation between these assessments (the so-called test-retest reli
ability), which provides an eSlimate for short-term variations (stan
dard error of measurement). On the basis of this crilerion, Colby el 
al. (1983) could show thal in lheir longitudinal sam pIe the number 
of downward movements over a three·to-four·year interval (approx. 
7%) was c1early lower than the number of changes within one 
month. This is undoubtedly an impressive result. Nevertheless, I 
would like to question the adequacy of such psychometrie criteria. 
The size of the standard error of measurement depends very much 
on the distribution of the stages in the sampIe (Colby et al., 1983, p. 
26, report the standard deviation was here as small as 7/ I0 of a 
stage), and from a nructural point of view one may rightly question 
the basic assumptions of c1assieal psychometrie theory (cf. Kohiberg, 
1976, 1979; Lind, 1982b). 

For this reason, we have pursued another way of determining 
possible sources of measurement error in moral judgment research. 
KohIberg and his colleagues have taken great pains to improve the 
scoring method, but little attention has yet been paid tO the design 
of the instrumeOl it.self. There are in particular three indications 
that the design of the assessment method could indeed be improved 
in regard tO its theoretieal validily. First, if one reviews the original 
KohIberg and Kramer (1969) cases of regression, one finds that 
these cases are almoSl exclusively confined to the inilially higher 
nage subjects, which indicates, as already noted above, that there 
may be a deficiency of the method in dealing with high stage 
reasoning. Second, as Broughton has found in an unpublished anal
ysis of a severe case of regression, same regressions may renect a 
lack of probing in the interview. Third. if one analyzes not only the 
number of times in whieh a subject reasons on each stage but also 
which (relative) weights he or she auaches to these reasons, as is 
done, for example, through the Morali.JehL.J Urtni Tut (cf. Lind & 
Wakenhut, in this volume), then we find that persons with an 
initially high judgment competence accept Stage 5 and 6 reasoning 
slighlly less after one year, but this decrease is relative only lO the 
person's own initial acceptance; his or her absolute preference for 
high stages of moral reasoning remains much higher than that of the 
subjeCls with lower judgment competence (cf. Lind, 1985a); so here 
again the regression phenomenon seems to be caused by the devel
opmental restrictions imposed upon the dala by the research inslru
ment. 
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As far as the lack of Stage 6 moral judgments and the infrequency 
of Stage 5 judgments in the research data are concerned, similar 
methodological considerations apply. To a certain extent, our 
present methods seem to be biased against moral reasoning at post
conventional stages. This may be due to a lack of probing, to the 
computation of average stage scores (favoring the scoring on Stages 
3 and 4), or to the kind of moral issues involved in the research 
instruments. 

In sum, our analysis shows that we can consider the invariant 
sequence hypothesis as empirically valid. True, there are some data 
which are apparently at variance with this statement, but there is 00 

compelling reason to give up the core hypothesis of cognitive
developmentaJ theory or to narrow its range of applicability as some 
authors have suggested (cf. Bergling, 1981; Gibbs, 1977; Kohlberg & 
Kramer, 1969; Kohlberg et al., 1983; Rest, 1979a). Such aJterations 
may considerably diminish the Gehalt (information value) of the 
theory and should be undertaken only after the above-mentioned possi
bilities of methodological improvement have proven unsuccessful. 

Struclural Wholene 

Cognitive-developmental theory states' that each of the stages 0 

moral judgment [orms a structural whole that unifies an individual' 
judgmem behavior. This assumption is usually taken to imply a 
consistency of answers over different aspects. Moral orientation 
should appear "as a logical and empirically re1ated cluster of 
responses in development~ (Kohlberg, 1969, p. 353). As a confirma
tion of this hypothesis. Kohlberg points to the fact thal a person use 
moral principles largely independently of the specific dilemma, and 
that, in regard to this, the differences between persons are highl 
table. 7 

Although in most studies considerable variation in individual 
judgment-that is moderale consistency-has been found. 8 lhis finding 
could be greatly improved by intToducing new concepls and Slruc
tural criteria. "The basic developmemal concept underlying the 
revised stage sequence is the level of socio-moral perspective. the 
characlerisnc point of view from which the individual formulate 
moral judgments~ (Colby et al., 1983, p. 6). This means that one 
cannOl expect all judgments relating to moral dilemmas to be alike 
but that, if one follows an individual's reasoning to its roots, one will 
eventually find that he or she argues from a unique socio-moral 
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perspective which is characteriSlic of his or her moral-eognitive 
development, 

However, this finding does not yet fully support the original claim 
of the cognitive developmental theory. The fact of mixed stages, of 
substages, and of the grading of stages into one hundred develop
memal points involved in Kohlberg's assessment method still comra· 
dicts the proposition of whole stages of judgment. The introduclion 
of A- and B-substages partly accoums for this. Finally, the imerpreta
tion of Slructural wholeness as response consistency is too narrow. Ir 
disregards differemation, which is also an importam outcome of 
moral-eognitive developmenr. To overcome this problem, it has been 
suggested that the six-Slage model be replaced by a ~more complex 
Slage model~ which would do more justice to a specific data state, 
The Kcomplexity· hypolhesis, however, is too imprecise and has little 
Gehalt, since it cannot be disproved empirically. 

Considering these problems, I suggest that this assumption 
involves-as Austin has called it-a descriptive error. Slructural whole· 
ness as the description of astate is misunderstood; it has tO be 
understood as a norm for an approach (0 the subject and as a norm 
for the methods used in dealing with the subject (for a discussion of 
this problem in respen to psychology in general, see Hartnack, 
1962, p. 91). If we regard Slructural wholeness as a methodological 
criterion of cognitive developmemal theory, the degree and kind of 
consistency with which a person brings a moral rule lO bear in his 
imeraction with sodal situations will gain the status of manifestations 
of judgment competence (Beilin, 1971, p. 173; Lind & Wakenhut, in 
this volume). As Piaget and Kohiberg have noted, structures have 
not always been presem in the individual and do not emerge all at 
onee, but are construeted through the individual's interaction with 
his or her sodal environmem,9 

At this poim a problem may arise because of the right interpreta
tion of the terms Kintegration· and Kdifferentiation,- If, within the 
trait model of personality. we translate integration with increasing 
and differentiation with decreasing consistency of judgment, two 
mutually exclusive assumptions result, namely that in the course of 
development. judgment becomes consistent and inconsistent at the 
same time. This contradiction is resolved only when ·consistency of 
judgmem- is defined explidtly in relation to the orientalion to which 
judgmem is consistent or inconsistent. If one analyzes the context 
that defines the consistency of judgment, then it appears that the 
consistency decreases in relation tO Kopinion conformity~ (see Lind & 
Wakenhut. in this volume), so that judgment becomes more differen
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tialed. In contrast, consistency increases in relation to lhe moral 
quality of the argumems (the "Stage factor") so that it is simultane
ously üll~gral~d. Earlier orientations are seldom abandoned; rather 
they are differentiated according to a new priority rule. It all 
depends on not losing the ability to make decisions while developing 
the capacity for moral refle<:tion. One continues to form opinions 
about concrete moral dilemmas, but these opinions are reflective 
commitmems, wh ich are open to modification through arguments. 

Thus both conditions must be met for amoral judgment to be 
called mature; it must be made on the basis of universally valid 
moral principles (integrated judgmem) and, at the same time, it must 
auend to the particularities of the circumstances of each dilemma 
and to their specific moral implicalions (differentiated judgment). 
PreJerfflu Order 

The stages of moral developmem are not ordered only on the basis 
of their philosophical adequacy; in fact people intuitively prefer them 
in this order (Kohiberg, 1969). This hypothesis has been unani
mously supported by a high number of studies in various cultural 
contexts. Because of this the hypothesis of a universally valid order 
of preferences for the stages of moral reasoning may seem to be a 
trivial one, but it is not. First, I think this coincidence of philosoph
ical reasoning and ~everyday~ moral philosophy is most remarkable. 
If empirically warranted, it would provide the best and possibly the 
only constructive way tO enter amoral discourse with another 
person-wh ich is especially important for parenlS and teachers who 
are concerned wilh moral education. Second... this assumption, like 
the first hypothesis, has a comparatively high information contem. If 
the order of preference is determined randomly, the six types of 
moral rules may be ordered in 720 different ways. Hence lhe infor
mation contem of the prediction that aperson 01' a group of persons 
will prefer the six types in lhe theorelically expected order is as high 
as G'"' I - 0.0014:: 0.9986. Third. the hypothesis of preference 
order may explain why the invariam stage-wise development of 
moral competence is found universally. The affective componem of 
moral judgmem may be considered a pacer for the developmem of 
the cognitive aspect of judgmel1l; "The disposition tO prefer a solu
tion of a problem at the higher level available to the individual 
partially accounts for lhe consistency postulated as our third (struc
tural whole) criterion" (Kohiberg, 1969, p. 353). It has been found in 
many studies that the preference for the morally higheSl stages is indeed 
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much sooner devdoped than the ability tO use these stages in an ever)day 
argument in a consinem and differentiated manner (Rest, 1979; see also 
Lind, 1985d). 

Moral·Cognitivt Paralltlism 

Now that \\'e have ldenufied the cognitivc and affeetive aspeeu of 
moral judgment, we must ask how closely the twO aspects are 
related. Cognitive-developmemal theory hypothesizes that ~affective 

developmem aod funetionll and cognitive funetioning are not distinet 
realms. 'Affective' and 'cognitive' development are par(llltl~ 

(Kohiberg, 1969, p. 349).10 This hypothesis is at the hearl of 
cognitive-developmental theory, though still not at the hean of 
research practice (Lind, 1985e). Its meaning has remained rather 
obscure, in spite of its very different interpretations. The interpreta
tion mOSl ;mponant for the theory of cognitive developmem goes 
back to Kohlberg's postulate that ~a moral act or attitude cannot be 
dtfilltd either by purely 'cognitive' or by purely 'motivational' 
criteria~ (1958, p. 16; my italics). In a similar vein, Piaget had 
already stated that ~evtry form of behavior has an energ,. or affccti\e 
aspect and a struetural or cognitive aspeet" (1976, pp. 7-8; my 
italics). Because this hypothesis had not been dealt \\'ith adequately in 
the design of research methods, it had not yet been submiued to 
empirical investigation (disregarding attempts in which the cognitive 
aspect has been operationalized as aseparate memal faeulty). To 
rendt:r il po55ible to test empirieally thc hypnlhesis of parallelism, a 
new research design was needed. We have suggested such a design 
with the Moralisehts Urtril Ttst (MUT; cf. Lind & Wakenhut, ;n this 
volume). Through measuriog simultaneously the affective and the 
cognitive functions as aspecLS of a particular pattern of judgment 
behavior, we are now in a position to test lhe hypothesis of 
affective--cognitive parallelism directly and non-taulologically. 

lndeed, all studies w;th the experimemally designed MUT have 
shown a c1ear parallelism bel ....·een the affective and the cognitive 
aspecLS. that is. between the contem and the structure of moral 
judgment. The greater eonsistency is in rt:lation tO moral eatcgorics. 
the stronger the acceptanee of the "higher ft stages of moral argu
mentation and the rejection of the -lower- stages. In aU studies, the 
pattern of correlations betwccn thc [WO :lspecu is surprisingly 
consistenl with the theery of moral.-eognitive developmem (Figure 3: 
see also Lind, 1985e). 
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Figure 3. AffecLive-Cognilive Parallelism: Paltern o[ CorrelaLions Between the 
Preferences for the Six Stages and lhe Response Determinalion b)' Stage 

MORAL JUDGMENT D SOC1AL CONTEXT 

Turning to educational practice, we see that lhe theory of cognitive 
developmem has been increasingly confrooled with the problem of 
the relationship between individual moral judgmeol and lhe social 
nvironment. As we have seen, this problem has always assumed a 

prominent place in the work of Piaget and Kohlberg. However, a 
Bertram (1980) has noted, the working-out of precise hypotheses and 
the incorporation of them into practical research plans has been 
incomplete and unsystematic. One exceptioo is the domain of peda
gogical intervention, wh ich has already been frequently discussed 
(see Higgins, 1980; Leming, 1981; Scharf, 1978; Oser, 1981b). But 
until now other importanl fields have been large1y oeg-Iected, for 
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example, the relationship between the individual and the environment 
from the angle of the interaction of the person with the environment, 
the cognitive-moral import of positional differentiation in social in titu
tions, and the role that social lection plays in moral development. 

Interaclion oJ Person and ocial Environment 

Hartshorne and May' Studie in the ature 0] Characler (1928-30) i 
till the be t-known att mpt to ettle the contra er y between 

personali m and ituationi m. The e broadly planned turne were 
uppo ed to an wer the que tion of whether people ar really guided 

in their behavior by tabl character trair or wh ther ituational 
factor can be held responsible for "immoral" beh vior, uch as lie 
or deceit. In order to deal with the character trair of "h n t," 
h'ildren were brought into "natural" performance situation and 

their b havior was ob erved. 
What were the re ult of the e tudie? There were few children 

who wer hone t or rn honest in all classe of ituation, and few 
ituation in which all children reacted in the am wa. From thi 

the author of th tudie con luded that the po ition of p r onali m 
is untenable, b cau e human b havior i not determined by inner 
motive or attitudes but rather by the specifi ituation in which it 
app ar. hi condu ion has evoked a lively and long-Ia ting debat 
( e.g., lIport, 1929-30' A eh 1952; Bem & Allen 1974). From 
an interactioni t point of view, th re ulls actually call both positions 
into que tion. 

It ha b n attempted p sr hoc to ave th (e ternal) trait model 
of per onali m b the h p the i of measurement rror. hu 
BUTton (1963) tried adh ring entirely t p ycholo ical convention , 
to explain the de iation b arguing that om of th ituations in 
which the children were tudied had led to "unreliabi " mea ur 
ment and that the e ituation ought in consequence to be elimi
nat d from the anal iso But litlle is gained by thi argument, since 
th alternati e approach of ituationi m can al 0 be v rified by such 
a p st ho "explanation." The m a uremem error hypothe i can 
al 0 b voked for thi po ition, if folJowin Burton' own proce
dure, one eliminate the "unreliable" p r on from the analy i , that 
is, if one eliminate tho e ca e which all the ituationi t approach 
into que tion and thus confirm thi po ition "empirieall ." 

Schematically implified, the re ults of th Hart horn and May 
tudy indicate th following pattern. In sev ral situation there ar 
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no differences in moral behavlor among the persons (in the matrix 
below: Situation A and B), whereas in others the person's behavior is 
differentiated (Situation C and D). Some children are honest (or 
dishonest) in all situations (Person 1 and 2), others vary in thi 
respect from situation to situation (Person 3 and 4). Thus, without 
Situations A and B-between which Lhere is no correlation (due to 
the lack of variance) and which, by convention, are labeled 
"unreliable"-there remains in the fl1ldings a pattern that confirm 
the position of personalism. Withoul Persons 1 and 2, between 
whom, likewise, no correlation exists, there remains in the results a 
pattern that confirms the opposite position of situationism. 

Situation 
A B C D 

Person 
1 h h h h Behavior: 
2 h h h h h = honest 
3 h h d d d = dishonest 
4 h h d d 

Thus, a pure1y statistical treatment can support either posItIon 
and, therefore, is unsatisfacLOry (cf. Olweus, 1976). The number of 
correlations and the proportion of variance accounted for by th 
person, the situation, or the interaction of both in a statistical sense 
cannOl be a criterion for the model with which we try LO understand 
moral bebavior. The question is wheLher person and situation lend 
themselves at all to being contrasted in Lhis way. In behavior, obvi
ously, both person and situation are always involved. The individual 
and his environment can be c1early dlstinguished, but neiLher can be 
conceived of without reference La the other. The German term for 
behavior, Verhalten, indlcates this, as it refers imrinsically La behavioT 
which is not a solitary event but rather is part of the relation 
(Verhältnis) of persons La Lheir environment. Accordingly, from the 

iewpoint of cognitive interactionism, as Kohlberg (1971 b) ha 
uccinc[\y poimed out, "moral judgments and norms are to be 

understood ultimately as universal constructions of human 
acLars rather than as passive reflections of either external 
facts or internal emotions" (p. 184). 

Positional Fragmentalion 

The universality of the stages of sociomoral perspective may be due 
in part to transcuItural commonalities of social institutions and posi
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rions therein. "All oeleue ha many of the same ba ie in titution 
of family, eeonomy, odal tratifi ation, law and governm m. In 
spite of great diver ity in the detailed definition of the e in titution , 
they retain eertain tran eultural funetional m aning" (Kohlb r , 
1969, p. 397). The institutions of oeiety fumi h definition of itu
ation that eonstitute the life-world of the individual (cf. 
Krämer-Badoni & Wakenhut, in thi volum). inee, however, soeial 
in titution are finite, hi torical, and thu in omplete, they intrude at 
the tim of moral development a reque ting and upporting ob ta
el . Freud call them the third el ment, th ouree of oeial 
uft ring from which the "di contem of civilization" ar derived. 

Obviou Iy it i possible and even probable that the real moral 
atmosphere oE a social institution will d viate from the id a upon 
whieh it i ba ed (Piaget, 1977). Consequently ome author 
de-empha ize the educational ignificanc of the ideas on which such 
in titution are based, or di mi th m a "unreal" ideology. 

evertheless, the moral ideology of ocial in titution i r al and, 
therefore, can provide an opportunit for critici m and r n wal 0 

the e instilUtions in that it make p ibl an appeal LO moral idea 
even if, or ju t becau e, they are not fuHy r alized in in titutions (cf. 
Habermas ] 976a). 

In modern bureaucratic y tems, the relationship between th 
individual and ociety i characteriz d b ocial po itions and 
member hip io ocial in titution. Max Weber as um tbat the 
under tanding of society by it m mb r i "fragmented" aceordingl 
(1968, pp. 472-473). Weber distinguishes between the under tanding 
of a "diem, who regularly obey becau e of reward and puni h
ments· that of a "profiteer," who conform b b iog reliable in the 
eyes of his superiors in order to gain recognition and ocial advane 
m nt· that of an "administrator," who enact procedural rule and 
r gulation in order to en ure in titutional stability and smooth 
op ration' and, finally that of an "initiator," who chooses ethical 
principle , goal , or value fr Iy 0 a to apply them univer aHy and 
consistentl in exi ting and future ocial in titution . The concept of 
po itional fragmentation implie a developmental equ nce analogous 
to eognitive-developmemal theory. he individual' ociom ral 
per pective may b een LO develop through th per peetive f th 
elient (Kohlberg' tages 1-2) the profiteer (tag 3-4), the admin
istrator (Stage 5) and the initiator (Stage 6). ote that in thi de 1
opm mal sch m the phase of "in titutionalization and "complet 
appro al of eoll etive norm " are under LOod a leading to gr ater 
moral autonom on the part of given institutional group and thu 
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are eloser to Piaget's view lhan to Durkheim's. For a furLher discu:.
ion of the relationship between individuals and insLitutions see also 

Lavoi and Culbert (1978), Spence (1981), as weil as several chapter 
in Lhis volume. 

Social SeLection 

A number of results from research in moral psychology allow lh 
interpretation that the development of moral judgment is also bound 
up with processes of social selection, and that lhe environment 
determines through seJection which forms of judgment are to be 
found within iL. Kohlberg (1958) showed that children with a higher 
level of moral judgment were preferred by their friends (p. 75). 
Findings such as these are considered, for the most part, as proof of 
the causal significance of sodal participation in the process of moral 
development. This relationship, however, can also indicate the oppo
ite causaI relationship, that is, that the possibility for participation 

depends on the moral developmeDt. If this holds true, the seleetion 
(other or self) organized according to Lhe individual sLaLe of devel
opment has far-reaching consequences for the constitution of sodety 
and changes within it. 

Selection processes apparently playa remarkable role-be it a posi
tive or negative one-in individual as well as social developmem. 

tudies have shown that the state of a child's moral development ha 
tittle influence on mere participation in social activities. BUl it 
ignificance is relaled to sodal prestige in the eyes of c1assmates and 

teachers (Keasey, 1971). Furrhermore, teachers are quite capable of 
estimating the moral level of their pupils (Kohlberg, 1969, p. 394' 
Peck & Havighurst, 1962, p. 183). What consequences this has for 
the person upon whom judgment has been passed is difficult to Lell. 
Some studies show that chHdren tend to choose as their leader 
persons showing a comparatively high moral stage (Keasey, 1971; 
Peck & Havighurst, 1962, p. 198). This finding coincides with the 
idea that "leader positions require ... 'rules and justice' forms of 
role-taking" (Kohlberg, 1969, p. 399). The hjgher the social position 
of an individual, the more he is objectively responsible for decisions 
in society and "the more he must take the roles of others in it" (p. 
399). 

odal selection along moral lines seems also to be involved in 
admission policy at the level of large sodal institutions. PorteIe (in 
this volume) has found that there is a elose relationship between the 
tandardization of fields of studv and the moral consciousness of 
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academics. In our studie we found that thi relation i n t due only 
to univ r ity ocialization' these differences exist in part even befor 
people enter the univer ity. Likewi ,th difference in moral judg
ment competence among oldier, officer , and con cientiou obj c
tor seem to be linked only partly to th effect of lh ir ocial nvi
ronmene. In part the difference exi t even berore lhey nter into 
the e environment (Lind, 1984a' see also Lippen. 1981). In an 
cae, important question are hinted at that conc rn th working 
together of ocialization and selection proces e . 

CO CLU 10 

After enjoying a euphoric and uncritical initial reception the theory 
of cognitive development, as formulat d by Jean Piaget and 
Lawrence Kohlberg, ha in recent year come up again t oppo ition 
of an oft n undifferentiated and irrational nature. Especially in 
Kohlb rg s work-typical of new, creativ r earch paradi m -ther 
are more than a few contradiclion and inaccuracies that offer crili 
abundant point of altack. 

The analysi pre ented here of the ba ic a umption in cogniti e
developmental theory and of the current finding to date how that 
we are concerned with an approach which hould in fact, be taken 
eriou Iy. In everal r p Cl the tendency to immunize th theory 

ha been rightly criticized. We do not, however ee any ciemifi 
rea n that would ju tify referring lO th cogniti e-de elopmemal 
approach a a ~degenerating r arch program" or a a terile 
approach. On the contrary. a the body of accumulated mpirical 
research hows, the cognitive-d velopmenta] approach ha ver infor
mative hypoth e al its center lhat are-with om xception 
verifiable and verified. Ther fore, we hould regard th cogniti e
developmemal appr ach on ehe whole a a very Wcourageou 
speculation" wh ich has pro ed to be of great ignificance for prog
re in moral psychology, v n in the areas wh re it fail . 

he mo t important innovation of the cogniti -d elopmental 
theory, in rny view, i of a conceptual natur. It render the conc pt 
of behavior more p ychological by recour e to its affective and 
cognitive qualities, and it render th cognitive asp ct of moral judg
menl a abI in practice. 1 iew as it c re a umption a cognili e
af~ ctive paralleli m in th developmenl of moral lhought and 
action which presuppo e a two-dimen ional model of developm nt. 
The differentiation of lhe developmemal model into lwo dirnen ion 
or aspects hould, howev r, be trictly di tingui hed from a bifurca
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tion of cognitive-moral development, in which both aspects are 
conceived of (and operationalized) as separate faculties of mind. 
Moral content and moral stTucture are not composed of insulated 
behavioral aets which are accessible in an isolated state. Instead they 
are, as the concept of structural wholeness indicates, characteristic 
of a behavioral totality and thus have to be dealt with as an insepa
rable entity. 

he methodological and pedagogical consequences of this theory 
have hitherto not received the attention they deserve. Two such 
consequences seem especially noteworthy. First, in the field of moral 
psychology we have to think about a new psychometrics which take 
into account simultaneously both the affective and the cognitiv 
aspeets of behavior rather than interpreting cognitive characteristic 
as "errors" of the measurement instrument. We have dealt with tbi 
elsewhere in this volume, as weil as in Lind (1982b; 1985e). Second, 
in th<:; field of education, tbe distinctiol1 of the rwo aspects may help 
us better understand the cognitive nature of wühin-stage develop
ment and the best ways to foster this. Although modern pedagogy 
wants to refrain from the indoctrination of moral contents, it is seen 
to be responsible for stimulating the cognitive aspect of moral 
growth, that is, for the development of integrated and differentiated 
judgment. 

OTE 

1.	 See also Moers (1930), who stated that behavior "becomes good or 
bad only through its motivation" (p. 441), because "the act that is 
without real insight and conforms to ethieal norms only because of 
chance evems in one's education or adaptation is not yel a truly good 
aCl" (p. 440). Similarly, Hartshorne and May (1928) postulated that 
"the essence of an act is its pretense" (p. 101), lhough this remained a 
play on words which had no real consequences for their research 
methods. 

2.	 Piaget is exempted from this critique by Pillel and Mendelsohn 
(1966). Kohlberg's work was nOl included. 

3.	 See Habermas, 1976a; Schluchter, 1979; Hartmann, in lhis volume. 
4.	 For an overview and critical evaluation of recent moral judgment 

research we refer primarily to Bergling, 1981; Benram, 1980; Blasi, 
1983; Broughton, 1978; Colby et al., 1983; Eckensberger, 1983; 
Habermas, in chis volume; Kohlberg et al., 1983; Lempen, 1982' 
Ponele, 1978; Rest, 1979a. 

5.	 Piaget's approach to the relationship of morality and environment 
has been revived by Bertram, in this volume, and Oser, 1981b. 
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6.	 See, above all, the complex ·spiral model" by Eckensberger (1984; 
al 0 Eckensberger & Reinsha en, 1980), the "two-factor model" by 
Nisan (1984), and the two-component model by Lempert (1982). I 
cannot di cus the e phi Li ated model as extensively a they 
deserve, but I houJd mention my concern that they al 0 tend LO 

multiply entitie and thu to iew content and tructure-affect and 
cognition-as parat things ratber than a two aspect of one and 
th ame behavior (se also Lind, 1985e). 

7.	 "Factor analysis indicate a ingle . tage' factor cuning acros aB 
moral situation and all aspects of morality n whicb the individual i 
a 'essed" (KohJb rg, 1971b, p. 177). ee also Kohlberg, 1958. pp. 11, 
338; 1969, pp. 368, 389; 1976, p. 47' 1979, p. 21; Rest, 1979a, pp. 
50-51. 

8.	 Kohlberg, 1958, p. 104' 1969, p. 387' 1979, p. 21; uriel, 1969' 
R st, 1973. 

9.	 Piaget, 1976, pp. 69-76, 1977; Koblberg, 1969, p. 348. 
10.	 ee also Kohlberg, 1969, p. 434' 1971b, p. 186' Piaget, 1977; Lind 

1985e. 
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New publication on this topic: G. Lind, 2016. How to teach morality. Promoting deliberation and discussion. Reducing Violence and Deceit. Berlin: Logos.The Moral Judgment Test (MJT) has in meantime be renamed "Moral Competence Test" (MCT).
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